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Abstract  

Given the broad range of potential media, techniques, styles, artists, and ideas which could be 

covered in an art class, how does a visual arts educator go about teaching content that will be 

most relevant and valuable to their pupils? An obvious solution is to give students independent 

choice when deciding their own learning outcomes. When pursuing this goal, however, teachers 

soon recognize the tension which exists between ideals of student choice and the expectations 

implicit in traditional educational settings. This paper proposes a model of art teaching which 

attempts to “bridge the gap” between Discipline-Based and Choice-Based art education 

philosophies. By making use of twenty-first century educational technology and the power of 

multimedia instruction, a teacher may provide students choice in what content they learn while 

still maintaining concrete learning objectives which can be observed and assessed. In this paper, 

the benefits and limitations of current art education approaches are analyzed and the needs of 

twenty-first century art learners are discussed before this new model is proposed and justified 

with research in educational technology, various learning theories, and principles of nonlinear 

learning. Two variants of this model, one optimized for building skills and the other for 

promoting creativity, are presented and discussed. These two models were used to create and 

teach art lessons in an actual high school art classroom, and the resultant projects, outcomes, and 

experiences are assessed in order to determine conclusions and suggestions for refining their 

application. 

Keywords: Visual Arts Education, Discipline-Based Art Education, Choice-Based Art 

Education, Nonlinear Learning, Multimedia Instruction, Student Choice 
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Process Analysis Statement 

 This project stems from my long-held interest and belief in the internet as a valuable and 

accessible, yet often untapped source of education. Since a very young age I’ve been making a 

habit of watching documentary films, online videos, and other multimedia as a source of 

entertainment as well as a means of finding new information. I always found the medium of 

online video such a convenient and powerful way to learn. There were also periods when I’d 

dabbled in creating content of my own. While this interest waned as I aged, the skills I’d 

accumulated during this period remained tucked away in the back of my mind. Throughout high 

school, much of my spare time was still spent browsing various online channels for niche facts 

and nuanced insights, though (and some of those channels I have even mentioned in this paper). I 

suppose it only makes sense, then, that as a visual arts education major and future teacher I 

would be interested in sharing this type of learning experience. 

 The topic of my thesis itself was brought up as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

during which time education was forced to adapt quicker than it was ever prepared for. I consider 

myself lucky that, in the Spring of 2020, I was able to finish out my middle school practicum 

assignment before schools began shutting down and my own classes shifted to online instruction. 

This change occurred at an oddly convenient time for me, as I only had one practicum placement 

remaining before my student teaching. For this “adjusted” practicum placement, I was assigned 

to a teacher with whom I was already familiar (the same teacher, in fact, whose classroom I was 

placed in for student teaching and this project). I was given a great degree of freedom and 

allowed to do with these classes what I saw fit. I was very grateful for this, because my idea was 

to create “video-lessons” which would operate as the class’s instruction. I felt that this mode of 

teaching would be most engaging for students at home while allowing me to tap back into my 
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prior knowledge of video-creation. As the placement went on and I re-engaged with my old 

hobby, I got curious about how effective online video could be for teaching in actual classroom 

settings. Knowing my thesis semester was coming up, I determined that this would be the best 

direction for the project.  

 Over the summer, I was approached by an art education professor, Dr. Mary Carter, who 

had a proposal for a project. Given that the COVID-19 pandemic persisted throughout the rest of 

2020, she had been asked if her students would be willing to provide some sort of online 

activities for children and families who were stuck at home. I was, of course, on-board. Over that 

summer she and I, along with another art education student, MacKenzie Engel, coordinated a 

small group of art education majors who would produce “video-lessons” to be shared on a 

Facebook Page we titled “Chirp-Chirp Creations.” This experience carried on my interest in 

video-making and provided me more opportunities to contribute to educational content online. 

My experience as the VP of Activity Planning for College Mentors for Kids (a student 

organization whose chapter on Ball State’s campus pairs elementary children with college 

students for weekly activities), the following academic year further contributed to my interest in 

video-based learning. Because our activities were online via Zoom, my team was given a format 

for activities which necessitated a nonlinear set of choices for activities to complete. I 

determined that while creating these activities, our chapter should use interesting and fun 

educational YouTube videos as a source of topic and introduction for each day (in place of the 

usual guest speakers). The success of this project cemented my interest in pursuing a thesis on 

video learning and the value of multimedia content during nonlinear educational experiences. 

 In reality, though, this project would not exist in its current state without a suggestion 

from my advisor, Dr. Michael Prater. The specific idea of a nonlinear model for teaching art 
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came from an offhand conversation we had in the hallway of the Art and Journalism building 

during the fall of 2020. I had mentioned I was interested in pursuing an honors thesis which 

would allow me to continue experimenting with and creating video for educational purposes. He 

responded that one idea he’d never seen tried was a nonlinear way of teaching art, revolving 

around “idea nodes” which served as content centers for students to navigate their way through. 

After that conversation, I knew there was a valuable topic to be pursued here. 

 After conducting my preliminary research and drafting a project proposal, I had a serious, 

achievable idea which I sent to Dr. Prater with a request that he advise the project. He, of course, 

gave me four or five sets of revision notes before considering the final version and accepting the 

request. At this point, I began collecting sources and preparing for the spring. Also during this 

time, Dr. Prater made suggestions for a paper format imitating the style of other, similar research 

projects. Using these suggestions, I then organized the thesis portions into a timeline before 

reviewing the schedule with Dr. Prater and agreeing to meet back again when the new  

semester began.  

 During this project, I have immersed myself in the variety of research areas covered in 

this paper, as well as other which did not make the final cut. As I moved between classic 

education theory books such as those of John Dewey, nuanced learning theories such as 

connectivism, education technology books advocating for more creative uses of the internet, and 

grassroots websites for teachers to share ideas, I found a wealth of knowledge to consider for the 

project as well as for my own practice. While my initial goal was to simply provide students with 

choice and clear learning objectives through nonlinearity, continued research revealed that this 

type of choice could be used for at least the two purposes (skill and creativity-building) which I 

have described.   
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 Overall, the process has been a challenging, but rewarding one. I frontloaded the actual 

research and literature review toward the beginning of the semester, and I found this rush of 

information at the beginning of my student teaching a bit disorienting. My process for writing 

papers needed serious developing, which is exactly what has happened during this experience. I 

found that printing articles out and placing them in an organized binder was the most effective 

approach for me. It gave me a real object to flip through and annotate, as opposed to a computer 

which provided many easy distractions. (I recognize the irony in getting distracted by YouTube 

videos while writing on the teaching effectiveness of YouTube in a thesis paper.) Regardless, I 

now have a very cool and very thick binder to keep on my shelf as my trophy.  

The writing process for this project could be described as a series of chambers I found 

myself in, each one needing broken out of. Each section provided its own challenges. I found 

that the writing process was (appropriately) nonlinear. I would get stuck for a long period of 

time, unsure of what to even write. This period would end when I would realize there was some 

simple thing I wasn’t doing or undue limitation that was inhibiting me. It was only after breaking 

through this barrier or overcoming this mental jump that I would make progress again. 

When writing the problem statement, my main difficulty was not understanding what 

research at this level really looks like. I knew enough to gather books, scholarly articles, and 

relevant miscellaneous sources to draw from, but I wasn’t sure how to use them. It was the 

switch from digital to analog which really boosted me out of this stage. While writing my 

literature review, it was certain requirements that I was putting on myself which inhibited me. I 

kept on “checking” myself and not letting myself write for fear that I was breaking some unseen 

rule or not following some desired process. It was only after realizing this wasn’t true that I made 
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progress. The realization that I could write based on my best judgment, then return to the 

literature to find support drastically increased my rate of productivity.  

While progressing through the project, I realized that I initially didn’t understand much of 

what I had read early on. I now realize that when I submitted my project proposal, I only had a 

partial understanding of the learning theories I was dabbling in, or what a learning theory even 

was. It was only after assembling the units I intended to teach that these concepts really made 

sense and explanations of my research became much easier to write. As the project has 

approached its conclusion, though, all these ideas came together in what feels like a very natural 

way. I found that the research I had conducted in preexisting literature easily supported the new 

model I was attempting to construct. In that sense, this project has not only provided me with a 

teaching model to use and share, but it has also expanded my knowledge base of foundational 

concepts in education to support my practice. 

Applying this idea during my student teaching experience was rewarding for myself, as 

well as the students. This project allowed them to engage in art making methods they would have 

not otherwise been exposed to, and (as is mentioned in the body of the paper) gave them a 

framework which I hope will contribute to the Pre-AP students’ success next year in AP Art. 

Teaching while writing this paper was difficult, but it gave me perspective into classroom 

realities and the expectations which can be set for actual in-person students, and I would not 

have had this knowledge otherwise. My writing was informed by my teaching and my teaching 

was, in turn, informed by my writing. 

The “Skill-Building” variant of this model was not actually one I had initially intended to 

include. Early in the writing process, the goal became to provide a means for students to develop 

their creativity through content choice. While teaching my placement’s Drawing I class, 
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however, I came to an impasse. I was struggling to come up with a way to teach concepts tertiary 

to two-point perspective in a way that would work for students of all represented skill levels, 

while not inhibiting those who were advanced and not requiring copious amounts of synchronous 

introductory content. The realization that I could teach this unit in the nonlinear manner which I 

had been studying was a lightbulb moment. The fact that this style of teaching provided the 

clearest and most viable solution to a problem such as this is another reason I believe in the 

strength of this model.  

 This project has challenged me to step beyond what I have learned in my core art 

education curriculum and tread new territory in how art teaching can be done. It has provided me 

with both a new instructional model to implement as I see fit, and a much broader understanding 

of art education as a field of study. As mentioned in my Discussion section, I hope that this 

model is found valuable by other art educators, especially given that I hope to present the idea 

during at least one Art Education Association conference. I also hope that my general research 

into nonlinearity can serve as a catalyst for others to continue pursuing a balance between choice 

and solid learning outcomes. I believe this paper strongly represents my pursuit of the best 

possible education methods for teaching students any topic at any skill level or in any context. 
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Statement of the Problem 

The Complex Nature of Art Teaching 

The arts are an expansive set of disciplines studied and practiced by human beings. Art 

takes many forms, can serve many purposes, and can be created by virtually any means. 

Contributing to this variety is the fact that art can never be said to be “better” or “worse” across 

cultures or time periods. Northrop Frye notes this in his 1962 Massey Lecture, The Motive for 

Metaphor, saying, “We may have dramatists in the future who write plays as good as King Lear, 

though they’ll be very different ones, but drama as a whole will never get better than King Lear.” 

(Frye, 1962/1964). While a scientific field such as physics can be said to generally improve in its 

understanding of how the world operates, art (assuming it is well-crafted) simply serves a 

different purpose or appeals to a different audience depending on the culture, context, or time-

period in question. In his talk, Frye is of course referring to literature, but his point applies to any 

art form – including the visual arts.  

With the equal worthiness of different art forms in mind, the act of teaching visual art in 

an organized manner within a classroom setting begins to seem like a lost cause. The visual arts 

contain virtually innumerable combinations of media, techniques, styles, subject matter, and 

other concepts to be gleaned from analyzing its history as a field. How does the teacher 

determine which of these concepts to ask students to study and practice during the short time-

period which makes up an art course or even set of courses? No matter how holistic the 

curriculum is, it will inevitably leave many topics out. No matter how well the teacher knows 

their students, there is little hope of adequately addressing the specific interests and needs of all 

pupils within traditional course design. Assigning a single set of lectures, activities, and projects 

for all students to complete together at approximately the same rate leaves limited room for 
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individual differences and preferences.  This is true of any discipline, but it is especially pressing 

in art and the arts given that creativity, individuality, and self-expression tend to be highly valued 

in this field.  

 

Contemporary Methods of Art Teaching 

 

Discipline-Based Art Education 

The “Discipline-Based” approach to art education receives many of its criticisms due to 

this limitation of having a single set of objectives and content in each of its lessons. Discipline-

Based Art Education, advocated by the Getty Center for Education in the Arts (GCEA) starting 

in the early 1980s (Delacruz & Dunn, 1996), prioritizes teaching art for four “disciplines” 

(production, history, criticism, and aesthetics). It aims to treat art in a similar manner to other 

classes in the general k-12 curriculum, with specific learning outcomes to be determined by 

teachers who look to the disciplines as sources of content. Concepts are taught to students and 

then practiced and applied through projects in order to demonstrate concrete learning and skill 

development in assessable formats (Clark et al., 1987/2000). The structure of DBAE has 

loosened since its early years to accommodate a wider range of applications, but it most often 

maintains the teacher’s status as the class guide for selected artists and key concepts taken from 

art’s history across many cultures. The teacher also holds students accountable for demonstrating 

said selected skills to ensure learning has occurred.  

While much of DBAE’s appeal lies in its concrete, assessable objectives representing 

multiple facets of art beyond simply studio production, it can be criticized as “limited” and 

“undemocratic” (Delacruz and Dunn, 1996). Some of these criticisms stem from the reasons 
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above: the art teacher wields power in deciding which privileged few out of the myriad 

movements, styles, and cultural artifacts should be plucked from the disciplines to be represented 

in curriculum and handed down to students. This brings about concerns regarding who is 

represented in the curriculum and through what frames students are encouraged to understand 

exemplar works (Ibid.). The teacher also directs what kinds of projects, media, and techniques 

will be used to demonstrate learning. These authoritative decisions are subject to scrutiny by 

many DBAE critics, who may be concerned about limiting children’s creativity. 

Ideals of student autonomy, personal voice, and learning differences are key concerns of 

DBAE opponents. The approach did emerge as a counter movement against earlier more student-

centric models of art education, which prioritized individual student growth and choice over 

adult influence. These child-centered approaches, while liberating in theory, often lacked 

significant content or assessable objectives in practice. DBAE theorist Elliot Eisner would go so 

far as to characterize the child-centered approach as “a kind of benign neglect” (Eisner, 

1987/2000), citing the hands-off methods used by many of his contemporaries.  

 

Choice and “Teaching for Artistic Behavior” 

With the goal of providing students the freedom to develop according to their own natural 

inclinations, child-centered movements have always faced criticisms surrounding their content-

fuzziness and tendency toward a lack of direction. In an earlier critique of progressive education, 

John Dewey noted, “Sometimes teachers seem to be afraid even to make suggestions to the 

members of a group as to what they should do…” he goes on, “…Why, then, even supply 

materials, since they are a source of some suggestion or other?” (Dewey, 1938/1997). This 

comment could just as easily be applied to Eisner’s era as in Dewey’s own. Without clear 
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direction, specific objectives to meet, and assessments to measure understanding, how can 

students be said to have “learned” a topic? And how can teachers be said to have taught it? As a 

response to these more “hands-off” approaches, the aim of Discipline-Based Art Education was 

to provide much-needed structure and assessable learning outcomes which many contemporary 

methods lacked. 

Despite criticisms and the emergence of DBAE, the more self-expression and Choice-

Based philosophies of art education have never disappeared. Modern art-teaching models take 

many forms, providing varying levels of student choice between each. Jessica Balsley, founder 

and president of popular art education website and degree program “The Art of Education 

University” attempts to illustrate this variety through a “Choice Spectrum” (Balsley, 2015). On 

this spectrum, DBAE is ranked second-lowest in terms of choice, with various other learning 

models such as Montessori-inspired methods and “Genius Hours” lying somewhere in the center. 

These approaches may range from providing students choice in their path of study (with different 

paths having their own restrictions and requirements) to DBAE-esque classrooms with certain 

days or times reserved for free open-studio periods. On this spectrum, a model called “Teaching 

for Artistic Behavior” (or “TAB”) is ranked at nearly full choice.  

As opposed to the Getty-funded DBAE approach, the TAB model of art teaching is a 

grassroots effort spurred into motion by teachers in the field over the past 20 years. These 

teachers aim to provide students with maximum choice by no longer necessitating specific 

learning outcomes from the four disciplines characteristic of the Discipline-Based approach. 

Instead of directly instructing students on specific concepts which they are responsible for 

learning and demonstrating, teachers using the TAB model aim to provide students with time, 

resources, and motivation to engage with art media in a free format. While the teacher may 
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occasionally provide concepts through direct instruction and exercises, the role of the teacher is 

primarily to prepare and facilitate an environment in which students explore art media and ideas 

in their own manner. In a TAB classroom, students are often given stations at which to work 

independently, with objectives that are significantly more process-oriented than those of a typical 

DBAE lesson. Teachers using this model will assess for “artistic behaviors” which represent the 

eight “studio habits of mind” described by Harvard’s Project Zero (Douglas & Jaquith, 2006). 

These habits are meant to represent the ways artists think, and manifest through behaviors such 

as “reflect,” “observe,” “engage & persist,” and “develop craft” (Kaza, 2003). 

 

Choice and Constraint 

Encouraging students to develop the studio habits of mind is a laudable goal which brings 

them closer to behaving like true artists. The student choice & self-direction which TAB 

provides are understood to be essential components of effective education. Returning to John 

Dewey momentarily, the educational philosopher would posit that there was “no point in the 

philosophy of progressive education […] sounder than its emphasis upon the importance of 

participation of the learner in the formation of the purposes which direct his activities in the 

learning process” (1938/1997, p.25). In other words, it is crucial that the student have some level 

of control over what they learn and how they apply said learning. This makes sense, as Dewey 

points toward choice as the source of human freedom, but he would also note that choice which 

is limited to the whims of blind desire is hardly choice at all (1938/1997, p. 67). Instead of total 

abandonment of teacher influence, Dewey advocated for development of intelligent purpose and 

self-control in the learner (Ibid.). Few if any teachers running TAB classrooms would advocate 

for reckless shirking of the educator’s role, and TAB and DBAE teachers alike can certainly 
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agree that limitations on student freedom are an important (if not necessary) component in 

fostering growth.  

TAB teachers and other Choice-Based art educators will quickly note that giving students 

the power to make significant decisions about their work not only increases intrinsic motivation 

and sense of personal autonomy (Gates, 2016), but it is also a necessity to ensure development of 

student voice (Purtee & Sands, 2018). At the same time, research shows that while the ability to 

choose can be motivating, unlimited choice is often overwhelming and can have a detrimental 

effect on individuals making a choice at all (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). Psychological research 

further shows that constraints on input, process, and output can foster rather than inhibit 

creativity (Akar et al., 2018) and intelligently-placed constraints can produce more creative 

solutions than totally free choice (Stokes, 2001). Such constraints might include limited time or 

resources, necessary steps to be followed, or criteria which define the end-product (such as a 

rubric). All of these are limits commonly expected in an art classroom to varying degrees, with 

DBAE typically erring on the side of more constraint, and TAB on the side of little to none. 

Unfortunately, there is an incorrect assertion among many choice-based art educators that 

DBAE methods are inherently devoid of meaningful choice altogether (Gates, 2016). Some seem 

to think these teachers ask their students to copy examples directly, changing perhaps color or 

subject matter but little else in order to produce artworks that look nearly identical and have 

indistinguishable meanings. These claims are hyperbolic at best and unfounded at worst. Room 

for creativity is an essential component of the Discipline-Based approach, and very few well-

trained art educators would comfortably lead single-outcome art activities as though they were 

satisfactory art projects (Bogatz, 2015). In DBAE classrooms, student choice is constrained by 

the medium, skills, subject matter, theme, etc. which a child is asked to grapple with through 
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various projects. While the limited scope of what can be studied in a linear, whole-class 

curriculum is fair criticism, providing some constraints and requirements is not inherently 

detrimental to creativity, but can rather directly foster it. 

 

Teaching in the Modern Day 

 

Needs of Twenty-first Century Art Learners 

In the present internet age, it would make sense that the student-centric mindset is 

appealing. Children today live in a highly customizable world (Ormiston, 2011). From a very 

young age they are given choices of what to watch, listen to, read, and otherwise do via the 

internet and tools such as computers, tablets, and smartphones. This also means that, at present, 

we have access to a greater number of resources for learning (or other activities) than ever 

before. The whole-class, teacher-centric curriculum practiced in DBAE classrooms and in other 

areas of education is becoming less conducive to our new reality each day, given its tendency to 

restrict students’ individual choice.  

This is not to say DBAE’s concrete learning outcomes are no longer valuable, but 

Katherine Douglas and Diane Jaquith pose a strong criticism of teacher-driven methods in their 

pivotal TAB teaching manual, Engaging Learners Through Artmaking (2006). The pair ask, 

“How can a visual art curriculum meet the varied needs of all students, at all levels and abilities, 

with the resources and time available to the teacher?” The expansiveness of potential topics 

which could be studied in art was discussed earlier in this paper, but the point warrants 

reiterating. Teaching art both “as an essential component of general education and as a 

foundation for specialized study” has always been a core concept of DBAE (Clark et al., 
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1987/2000). Accomplishing this task well and thoroughly for all students through a single set of 

classroom activities is difficult, if not impossible. This may be part of the reason art teachers so 

readily turn to Choice-Based models. The downsides of these models have already been 

mentioned: weak sequencing and direction, few concrete learning outcomes, and little 

opportunity to assess core skills. The problem, then, is how to address the needs of various 

learners in a twenty-first century art classroom while still maintaining enough structure to ensure 

that children learn. 

 

The Internet and Education 

Before pursuing the topic of art education further, there is another, broader issue to be 

discussed. In her 2011 book Creating a Digital-Rich Classroom, Meg Ormiston writes, “The 

fast-paced whirl of media is stilled in the classroom. Students are expected to sit, listen, and take 

notes verbatim while teachers lecture or write on the whiteboard…” (13). Ormiston echoes 

generations of education theorists here, but with a specific nod to technology. The “highly 

customizable world” described earlier seems to exacerbate the issue of weak student interest in 

the goings-on of school. Ormiston is not alone in this assertion, with numerous articles, books, 

and other media sources published on the topic of how technology is changing our culture and, 

by extension, our classrooms. 

As noted above, learners now are a different beast than they once were. In Understanding the 

Digital Generation (Jukes et al., 2010), Jukes, McCain, & Crockett outline a list of preferences 

displayed by “Digital Learners.” These preferences include “receiving information quickly from 

multiple multimedia sources,” “processing pictures, sounds, color, and video before text,” and 

“learning that is relevant, active, instantly useful, and fun” among others (36). He contrasts these 
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with preferences displayed by educators, which tend to include “slow and released control of 

information from limited sources,” “text before pictures, sounds, color,” and “to provide 

information linearly, logically, and sequentially” (Ibid.). The gap between teachers and students 

is further frustrated by the often-superficial application (or lack thereof) of twenty-first century 

technologies which hold so much potential for reaching these students and changing how 

learning is achieved. For technological tools to be used for their full, paradigm-shifting effect, 

they must be “woven into the curriculum” in an essential way (Ormiston, 2011). If the same 

lesson can be delivered relatively unchanged without the technology, then what was the point of 

including tech at all? 

 

Tying it all Together 

From what has been discussed above, we can take away a few key points. First, there are 

many concepts to be learned within the field of art, and the question of which concepts are most 

important is largely up to the individual art teacher’s discretion. This places a heavy burden on 

any educator who attempts to cover the field’s topics in a relevant and holistic manner. Second, 

Discipline-Based Art Education still holds value in its authentic learning objectives from the four 

disciplines, as well as in requiring that students study art concepts from exemplar 

artworks/artists. The constraints which the Discipline-Based approach places on students are by 

no means an impediment to creativity as some would suggest. Instead, limitations and 

requirements can foster creativity by forcing students to stretch themselves and adjust to a given 

scenario. Third, the Teaching for Artistic Behavior model also has merit in letting students 

choose what and how they learn. While unlimited choice can be a detriment, some choice in 

deciding which concepts are studied frees students to focus on the ideas that are most relevant to 
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them. And fourth, in the modern internet age, students will be facing a world in which they have 

more choice than ever before. While new technology provides students this freedom both inside 

and outside the classroom, it is rarely taken advantage of for its full unique benefits. All these 

ideas taken together seem to indicate that the internet’s resources could be used in such a way 

that marries the freedom of Choice-Based Art Education with the structure and discipline-

authenticity of DBAE. This is what I have intended to accomplish in the following project.  

I have drawn from DBAE theory, Choice-Based Art Education, and the literature 

surrounding digital educational technology as a foundation. I will next illustrate how I have used 

these bodies of knowledge, as well as heutagogy & connectivism learning theories, nonlinear 

teaching approaches, and literature surrounding best practices for digitally driven teaching and 

learning, to assemble a model of art teaching that harnesses the digital resources available to a 

twenty-first century teacher. Using instructor-generated videos and publicly available 

educational media as centers of knowledge, I created two art units which utilize grouped sources 

of information organized into a Learning Management System. The nonlinear learning 

environments I created allow students to assemble their own project criteria and path of learning 

within a given unit. Additional instructional materials and learning tasks were added to the units 

to facilitate their use in an advanced Drawing I as well as Pre-AP class in a public high school 

setting.  

These units were taught in a real-world school as part of regular instruction in my student 

teaching. Once these units were completed, I used the experiences and information collected to 

assess the model’s effectiveness and propose revisions. The model I now propose takes 

inspiration from both TAB and DBAE. As such, it is not directly tied to either and could be used 
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by teachers all along the choice spectrum. The following section describes features of the unit I 

have proposed and provides references to literature which I have based said unit upon. 

À la cArt Model and Support from Literature 

The following approach to art teaching which balances choice and teacher-direction 

might be described as learning “à la carte” (or, in this application, “À la cArt”). “À la carte” is a 

term typically associated with food service, and Cambridge English Dictionary Online explains 

the concept as “choosing separate foods in a restaurant rather than having a complete meal” 

(Dictionary, 2017). When choosing from an à la carte menu at a restaurant, a customer might 

choose one dish as an appetizer, one as a side, and another for the main course, for example. This 

contrasts with ordering “table d'hôte” where food is served “as a complete meal at a fixed price 

but with little choice of dishes” (McIntosh, 2013). While a table d'hôte menu comes with certain 

advantages, such as efficiency and the chef’s ability to curate a well-designed meal, à la carte 

dining allows the customer the most choice when assembling their own desired meal because 

dishes are listed, priced, and chosen as individual components. As an alternative to both these 

options, one could simply choose to dine at home and make all choices themselves, assuming 

they have the know-how. 

From here, the metaphor begins to build itself. Traditional classroom instruction follows 

a very “table d'hôte” approach whereby students respond to a linear series of teacher-curated 

activities and objectives in a lesson, and students are responsible for meeting those objectives 

through assessed performance tasks. Choice-based art education might be considered akin to 

dining at home, with students having partial to full control over the ingredients (media, style, 

subject matter, etc.). They are responsible for creating their own meal (project) with support 

from the teacher, limited primarily by preferences and tastes. Students may find the first “table 
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d'hôte” option too limiting, as they are asked to choose one class and accept all the content 

determined by the teacher to be taught in it. The second, on the other hand, may be 

overwhelming for those inexperienced in creating their own work completely from scratch. 

Additionally, the second option offers little in terms of specific new experiences to challenge 

preconceived tastes and preferences (whether this is in food or artmaking).  

An “À la cArt” art unit, then, would include teacher-given options for instruction and 

activities which students could pick from to create their own overall learning outcome. The 

options provided would still come from a set list of topics specifically taught, with guidance as to 

how to combine ideas, but students would be free to choose which specific concepts from the 

unit are most interesting or relevant to them. This idea may seem far-fetched, and it certainly has 

its limits which will be discussed. As was mentioned before though, such an idea draws 

inspiration from TAB, DBAE, and classic education theory such as that of John Dewey. At the 

same time, it makes use of concepts from classic learning theories such as pedagogy and 

andragogy while beginning to explore more nuanced theories of learning such as heutagogy and 

the web-centric philosophy of connectivism. Education technology, distance learning, and 

flipped classroom concepts are all especially valuable to this idea. The relevance of each of these 

bodies of literature is discussed below. 

 

Twenty-first Century Educational Technology 

The approach described above may seem infeasible (preparing and delivering a single 

lesson requires a teacher’s whole attention as is), but by effectively using the internet’s resources 

and the digital tools available to educators, it may be surprisingly practical. Literature in 

education technology—especially that in relation to the internet—laments present use (or more 
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accurately, misuse) of technological resources in the classroom. Teachers often use these tools in 

ways that are superficial and fail to take full advantage of the resource available for what it does 

well, as is noted in Ormiston (2011). Very often, schools are equipped with technology resources 

which are then used to deliver the same lessons in the same ways, simply on a smartboard 

instead of a whiteboard. For web technology to be “woven into the curriculum” as Ormiston 

(2011, p. 59) suggests, we need to go a step further. Again, if the lesson can be taught without the 

technology, why shouldn’t it be? The À la cArt model must provide something which traditional 

synchronous instruction cannot. 

Educational technology literature suggests that, in a world rife with online resources, the 

teacher should take somewhat of a back seat during lessons, allowing students to use multimedia 

resources and other sources of information to learn on their own. As mentioned above, Jukes, 

McCain, and Crockett’s Understanding the Digital Generation (2010) notes that today’s learners 

prefer quick information intake from multimedia sources, the use of images and sounds in 

content presentation, and learning that is more personally relevant and interesting (35). Because 

of its multimedia nature, video is both appealing to today’s students and it is particularly 

powerful for teaching art concepts. In his 2009 book, Multimedia Learning, Richard Mayer 

(2009) describes the “multimedia principle” which states that “people learn more deeply from 

words and pictures than words alone” (p. 47). This principle, with its roots in Dual-Encoding 

theory (Paivio, 1986), points to video and similar forms of communication as powerful teaching 

tools.  

In addition to their multimedia and engagement value, videos can enhance the 

educational experience by including onscreen graphics and other additions not possible by other 

means. In their essay, Best Practices in Online Teaching for Drawing, Carrie and Kevin Longley 
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illustrate the value of instructor generated videos (IGVs) for clearly describing drafting concepts 

through video. Recordings can be made from the instructor’s point of view while illustrative 

lines and other graphics can be added onscreen. Voice-overs can be included post-recording to 

make explanations as clear and seamless as possible (Longley & Longley, 2017). All of this 

makes for a comprehensive multimedia experience for the learner which can clearly illustrate the 

concepts being taught. 

Video resources do not need to be strictly instructor-generated to be useful, though. The 

internet is home to a sea of articles, podcasts, and videos, with new content produced and 

published seemingly every minute. YouTube Channels such as Proko have grown large 

followings by producing quality drawing instruction videos and offering these for free on the 

platform (Proko). The Art Assignment, supported by PBS Digital Studios, has built up a library of 

their own videos with titles such as “The Case for Conceptual art,” “What Makes a 

Masterpiece?,” and “Is Instagram Changing Art?” (The Art Assignmnent). This doesn’t even tap 

into the range of art documentaries available for free on channels such as Perspective, or the 

range of interviews with artists, museum curators, and other officials in the art world available 

on channels run by museums and galleries such as those of the Museum of Modern Art and Tate. 

These channels represent only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the art content available for 

free online, and much of this content can be translated to in-classroom learning. 

A whole host of literature exists suggesting to teachers the value of found multimedia 

content. Ormiston (2011) has already been discussed, but other books such as Educator’s 

Podcast Guide (Williams, 2007) and Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts, and Other Powerful Web Tools for 

Classrooms (2009) belong to a lineage of research on tech-literacy for educators. These 

resources have tried to make the case for teachers embracing multimedia as a source of content 
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as well as a method of delivery. Recent publishings on education websites such as Edutopia.com 

include Monica Burns’s 2016 article, “Harnessing the Power of YouTube in the Classroom,” 

which suggests curating the right videos to use and organizing these in an accessible way. Even 

more recently, a March 2021 article titled “7 Tips for Teaching with Videos” (Rossiter) suggests 

clarifying what the learning goals from a video should be, being willing to pick the most 

valuable segment out of a larger piece of media, keeping video segments brief (less than six 

minutes is generally ideal), and ensuring the chosen segments are of a decent quality.  

To keep large quantities of content manageable for students, resources and instructions 

should be organized onto a learning management system, or LMS. An LMS is on online platform 

which is capable of hosting media, assessments, and other course content in an organized way 

that enables students and educators to manage the information effectively (TovutiLMS.com, 

2021). Many educational institutions are already utilizing learning management systems such as 

Canvas, Blackboard, and Schoology as part of regular instruction. Longley & Longley (2017) 

note that the ability to organize content into separate folders, pages, or modules allows 

instructors to present readings, videos, assignments, and other content in a well-structured and 

easy-to-navigate manner. Often, content is organized chronologically, with students working 

through materials over the course of a semester. A well-organized learning management system 

or similar platform is highly valuable to an À la cArt model in order to structure the content in a 

way that is conducive to student understanding.  

Other tools such as Edpuzzle make effectively facilitating and assessing video-based 

learning easier than ever before. Edpuzzle is an online tool for educators which allows teachers 

to insert quizzes, questions, and prompts into existing videos then to link said videos to their 

preexisting learning management system. Quizzes which are inserted can be tracked and 
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automatically graded, with real-time feedback provided to students (Edpuzzle Team). This 

allows students to go back and re-watch the clip if important information was missed. 

Assessments such as these allow a teacher to direct students toward the key takeaways that are 

required of a clip while they watch. A 2015 study also indicates that a question-embedded 

interactive video environment (QVE) such as this enhances learning while improving student 

interaction and increasing time spent with the provided learning materials (Vural, 2013). That 

being said, assessments such as these should be largely formative and exist primarily to ensure 

that student focus is directed intentionally (Feist & Reid, 2017). Regardless of whether questions 

and quizzes are specifically inserted, however, checkpoints such as these or Edpuzzle’s “Add 

Note” option split a video into smaller, re-playable segments which the teacher has chosen. 

According to a study published in the Journal of Educational Psychology, this addition of 

“simple user interaction” which allows students to replay a video in segments can deepen the 

learning provided by a multimedia experience (Mayer & Chandler, 2001). While questions, 

quizzes, and exercises may be provided within the learning environment, a final performance 

task remains the unit’s primary mode of assessment in an art classroom. 

 

Learning Theories 

 An À la cArt model maintains certain key pedagogical features while including 

influences from non-traditional forms of pedagogy, namely andragogy, heutagogy and 

connectivism. While it has evolved and grown since its early days, pedagogy still typically 

implies student reliance on the teacher, with students learning in an organized way and not being 

able to choose many of their own subjects or much of their own content (Akyildiz, 2019). 

Extrinsic sources of motivation are often used, with these potentially including grades, rewards, 
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punishment, etc. Given that the unit I am proposing is aimed toward secondary-level art 

classrooms, it necessarily maintains some pedagogical elements. While the model provides 

students with choice, these choices rely on the teacher’s provision of resources and learning 

activities. 

Whereas pedagogy is considered the broad study of teaching children, andragogy is 

understood to be the teaching of adults. The term connotes more student-directedness in how 

learning is achieved and involves educators helping students as they learn, rather than enforcing 

learning (Ibid.). Andragogical approaches allow students to choose much of their own learning 

path (for example, by selecting courses in which to enroll), and treats them more as independent 

individuals while maintaining the student-teacher dynamic (Ibid.). While specifically relating to 

adult learners, andragogy is relevant to secondary-level art teaching practice because this period 

in k-12 schooling represents a transition into adulthood. By this age, students are able to begin 

making choices about what content they learn, whether through class choices or content selection 

within lessons.  

Heutagogy is the study of self-determined learning and can be understood as a 

progression from of andragogy (Blaschke, 2012). The self-directed learning described above 

implies that instructors are still responsible for determining learning needs and goals, as well as 

implementing the necessary learning strategies. Self-determined learning, on the other hand, 

implies a greater degree of learner autonomy and initiative for “identifying learning needs, 

formulating learning goals, identifying learning resources, implementing problem solving 

strategies, and reflecting upon the learning processes…” (Schuetz, 2014). Heutagogy includes 

nonlinearity in its design and approach to learning, as well as encouraging students to understand 

their own learning process (Ibid.). It attempts to individualize learning, provide flexible 
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assessment, and provide a variety of resources for the learner to explore (Hase, 2016). Despite its 

focus on the education of adults, Heutagogy and its key principles can serve to influence 

nonlinear instructional design in a discipline such as art. This is especially true in units that are 

centered in the process of creating artworks as a key task, where personal relevance and trial-

and-error learning are consistent factors.  

Connectivism is a lesser-known, internet-focused learning theory which in many ways 

connects to Heutagogical practice. Connectivism considers on the effects of the internet on 

learning and seeks to respond to these effects (Siemens, 2005). It sees intelligence as the ability 

to form connections between pieces of knowledge (“nodes”) in a network of information (your 

brain, the internet, etc.). It assumes that knowledge “rests in a diversity of opinions,” (Ibid.) and 

it sees greater value in the ability to learn more than in what is presently known (Ibid.). It 

additionally sees decision-making as its own learning process whereby an individual must 

navigate realities that are constantly shifting due to emerging information. A connectivism 

approach might see students scouring the web for articles, opinions, and other resources on a 

topic, then identifying common threads and patterns in the chaos (Utecht, 2019). Students are 

already navigating this sea of information on their own. They may not, however, be navigating it 

productively. Students need to learn to use the internet’s resources in a way that helps them grow 

as individuals and as specialists in academic disciplines such as art. An internet-based, nonlinear 

education model can help them accomplish just this. 

 

Nonlinear Learning 

“Nonlinearity” in education is a broad term, but the idea is centered on the notion that, 

while teachers have historically treated learning as a straight path of knowledge accumulation 
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and sequential skill building, this is not how human beings naturally learn. Assumptions that 

learning follows (or should follow) an orderly path has been the dominant theory for “at least this 

century, and probably for a much longer time” (Reilly, 2000). Nonlinear teaching approaches 

reject this assumption, pointing out that learning takes a much less predictable form in real-world 

scenarios (Hase, 2013). An example of purposefully designed nonlinear learning might include 

TAB itself. Given that the student has rather free reign of what to do with the materials in front 

of them, their learning becomes self-directed, and no two students follow exactly the same path 

(Purtee & Sands, 2018).  

The term “nonlinear learning” holds a variety of meanings in real-world applications, 

however. One relevant concept which has been explored in literature includes nonlinear 

pedagogy (NP) in physical education. Teachers in this discipline have noticed some problems 

very similar to those seen by visual arts educators. Specifically, they have found teaching sports 

skills to be a complicated process which is affected by a variety of factors, and that attempting to 

account for this variety of student or athlete needs presents a significant challenge. Lee et al. 

(2014) proposes manipulating the task parameters and tools of a sport or athletic activity to help 

learners come to their own understanding of ideal movement patterns for various motor skills 

(Lee et al., 2014). By changing the size of the ball, weight of the bat, or goal of the learner, for 

example, students are given an environment in which to gain a better understanding of the sport 

they are learning. This approach is in contrast to a linear pedagogy (LP) approach which “views 

learners as linear systems and [assumes] that all learners should aspire towards a common, 

idealized motor pattern” (Lee et al., 2014).  

While athletics and the arts are very different, educators in both areas have noted the 

similar problem of varied student needs, as well as the difficulty in accounting for all these 
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needs, especially within a group setting. Lee et al. (2014) has proposed a form of nonlinear 

learning which involves constraining a task so students “arrive” at the ideal solution. This 

concept might be of interest to art educators who value building specific sets of skills in nuanced 

ways. The primary similarity between “NP” and the nonlinear instruction pertaining to this 

paper, though, is that both release the assumption that there is a single, linear set of tasks which 

is most effective for all learners. 

Learning sports skills and learning art skills have quite different goals as well. In sports, 

the rules of the game are externally imposed onto individuals, who face the “problem” of 

winning a game. The teacher or coach’s role is to develop and adapt athletes’ ability to solve this 

problem. In art, solving problems may require skill-building, but the decision of what 

“problems” (i.e. artistic tasks) to solve are not constrained by an outside set of rules. As such, art 

students need additional learning in creative decision-making to decide what endeavors to pursue 

in the first place. Under the assumption that all students are interested in learning a specific set of 

drawing skills, art educators could pursue research in NP and constraints-based teaching. This 

paper, however, is more focused on providing students with choice of content and opportunity 

for choosing one’s own learning paths than finding ways to teach motor skills more effectively. 

Interactive nonlinear learning environments, as described by Robberecht (2007) involve 

creating a website, PowerPoint presentation, interactive PDF, or other page which takes learners 

from one content node to another based on user input. Students can click through provided 

hyperlinks to navigate through the information in a self-directed manner. While this is an 

interesting educational approach, it is a bit technically advanced for the purposes of this project, 

especially since most teachers are not well-versed in programming or other computer skills 

necessary to create such an environment. That being said, the goals which underlie nonlinear 
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learning environments are fundamentally the same: to provide learners with choice and self-

direction in how to navigate course content. The concept of creating an environment in which 

students can move around is also relevant here, regardless of the level of interactivity. 

To create nonlinearity in real-world settings, educators have implemented a variety of 

models and strategies. In a 2018 article describing four different approaches to nonlinear 

curriculu, Hudson (2018) includes a “skill trees” approach, wherein skills are categorized by type 

and are then given five levels of depth. This provides nonlinearity by “gamifying” the classroom, 

or turning coursework into a set of self-chosen challenges to be overcome and making the 

learning experience similar to what that might be encountered in a role-playing game (Kolb, 

2021). This approach is valuable for fostering inerest in a lesson and giving students a clearer 

understanding of how to break down the skills they are learning, and it should definitely be 

pursued further in future art education research. 

In his article, Hudson also describes a model he calls a “parralel units” approach, which 

is more applicable to this paper.  In this model, students are given an introduction to their task 

before being released to navigate materials from five “mini-units,” each of which are structured 

very similarly to one another (Hudson, 2018). Hudson notes that these mini-units could be 

navigated in any order, allowing students to spend as much time as needed on a particularly 

challenging concept before moving on. At the end date, all students returned to synchronous 

instruction to “reflect on their various experiences and find shared understandings” (Hudson, 

2018). This article presents an interesting model which is highly translatable to a variety of 

disciplines and gives students the freedom to move through course content in their own self-

directed manner. Although it does not seem to directly provide the choice and individualized 

projects this paper is pursuing, it does provide the framework for a freely-navigated unit which 
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includes a synchronous introduction and conclusion. A similar model which more directly 

inspires the À la cArt method is described below. 

 

Constellations Model 

Each of the ideas above falls under the umbrella of nonlinear learning, but the specific 

model which À la cArt takes most inspiration from is that of math educator and flipped teaching 

advocate Matthew Moore. “Flipped teaching” generally makes use of 1:1 computers, tablets or 

other devices to provide students with instruction via recorded lectures or other presentations 

made available on the school’s LMS. Students are expected to view the instructional materials at 

home, then come to school ready to complete exercises or other tasks typically considered 

“homework” (thus “flipping” the typical instructional model). Because this model utilizes 

materials for asynchronous viewing, some lessons provided by these means could be structured 

in a nonlinear fashion. 

Through his instructional video and blog post on FlippedLearning.org, Moore provides 

an excellent example of what skill building might look like when skills which don’t need to be 

learned in sequence are released from linear presentation (Moore, 2017). In the model he 

describes, an introduction is given to all students, who receive an explanation of the core 

concepts which will be needed for all applications of the idea in question (in Moore’s case, conic 

equations). Learning paths diverge from here, though, as students move on to more auxiliary 

skills which do not necessarily need to be learned in any one single order. Students learn these 

skills via online videos, moving through any attached exercises or other requirements at their 

own rate and in the order of their choosing. After completing each module representing each skill 
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application, the class can move on to the next related skill “constellation” in the unit before 

continuing on to review content and finishing the unit.  

A model of Moore’s idea can be seen in Figure 1 below. In this figure, the unit plays out over 

something of a timeline (labelled with downward arrows to the left). A red circle above indicates 

the period of whole-class instruction during which time students are introduced to foundational 

skills of the unit. After this, students move into the gray skill “constellation.” During this period 

in the lesson, students are instructed to navigate the provided resources for learning all sub-skills 

Figure 1 

Visual Depiction of Moore’s (2017) Nonlinear Learning Model  
 

Note: Moore’s model has been adapted and simplified here to 
provide only the core unit structure. 
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(represented by blue dots) at their own rate and in their own desired order. Once this period is 

finished, students can be moved on to another related learning constellation, a review activity, or 

(as is the case in the provided graphic) a final performance task for the unit. 

 

À la cArt Model: Skill-Building Variant 

Moore applies his nonlinear model to an algebra lesson on conic formulas, but the same 

concepts can be applied to a similarly skills-based lesson in art. A nonlinear lesson introducing 

two-point perspective exemplifies content that could be taught effectively using Moore’s model. 

This application of what I would call an “À la cArt” lesson is represented by Figure 2.  

Figure 2 

Visual Depiction of À la cArt Model’s Skill-
Building Application  
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The unit begins with a whole-class introduction to box drawing using two-point 

perspective (represented by the topmost circle). The basic principles of drawing boxes in 

perspective are foundational skills which are simple enough to teach an entire class 

synchronously, but even before moving on from basic cube drawings, students will learn at 

different rates and run into different mental roadblocks. As the class progresses into more 

detailed applications of perspective (adding doors/windows, finding perspective center, 

combining shapes, and creating roof peaks), a teacher can replace whole-class presentations with 

a set of video-demonstrations or step-by-step instruction sheets which students may follow at 

their own rate. This period of the lesson is represented by the large central constellation 

containing various tertiary skills labelled in blue. Resources for learning these skills can be 

organized into folders within the class’s LMS page, and each folder can be dedicated to 

practicing a different skill (Roof Peak, Doors & Windows, Interior Corners, etc.).  

A square in the center of this constellation represents the assessment for this portion of 

the lesson: students must use at least three of the resource folders to demonstrate their 

understanding of at least three tertiary applications of two-point perspective. The skill-building 

assessment requires that students make one drawing that imitates the application as 

demonstrated, and one application of their own. While Moore’s original idea allows for 

nonlinearity, it still necessitates all students learn all of the tertiary skills for conic equations. For 

an À la cArt application, students need only be required to learn a number of the provided skills, 

depending on the teacher’s preference or available time and resources. This necessitates students 

engage more deeply with two-point perspective but gives them choice in which skills to learn 
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and apply. The final performance task asks students to create an architectural design in two-point 

perspective which uses (at minimum) each of the three skills they practiced. 

In this model, nonlinearity is used to support students as they learn to use two-point 

perspective through at least three of the provided resource folders organized onto an LMS. This 

nonlinear approach allows them to choose skills they are comfortable with to begin, and to only 

rely on the teacher for help when individualized assistance is needed. Additionally, the provided 

modules are labelled “basic” or “advanced,” allowing students to choose which skills might be 

most suitable for their ability level. The final performance task allows students the ability, 

though somewhat limited, to “construct” their own project parameters through the choice of 

skills they have practiced and demonstrated. As described here, Moore’s (2017) model is applied 

in an À la cArt skill-building manner, since the main function of the nonlinearity is to assist in 

student development of related skills rather than providing them various creative choices. While 

this application of an À la cArt model is valuable in many circumstances, especially when 

teaching hard skills which require practice in various areas, it does not yet accomplish the 

creative goals envisioned earlier. The following section will explore how this model can be 

expanded to foster student creativity and encourage synthesis of various artistic ideas. 

   

À la cArt Model: Creativity-Building Variant 

 By inserting multiple concept constellations into one unit, then requiring students to pick 

one sub-skill from each of these, a teacher can adapt an À la cArt model for creativity-building 

purposes. An illustration of this application of nonlinearity is illustrated in Figure 3. For a given 

unit, students are synchronously introduced to the basic concept which all their projects will 

engage with. (The unit might be “Storytelling in Art,” for example.) After this phase, students 
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are released to explore different ideas or skills that might be used in their project (these might 

include a technique, stylistic quality, or subject, among numerous other potential artwork 

“components”). Each component can be taught through a content constellation (represented by 

the central gray circles in Figure 3) provided on an LMS. Each constellation could contain 

several module options, each of which teaches a potential sub-skill relating to the same artwork 

component. Students may be asked to complete at least one module from each constellation in 

order to learn a new skill or concept for each component before moving on to the project.   

 

 

The provided modules would contain a video, step-by-step instruction sheet, and/or other 

piece of found or teacher-produced digital media to teach the concept. Provided videos might 

have attached Edpuzzle assignments to ensure students are paying attention and understanding 

the intended ideas. They may also include an attached learning task. (While completing a 

techniques module, students might be asked to practice their chosen technique before moving on, 

for example). Most importantly, each resource would have an attached set of criteria to tack onto 

Figure 3 

Visual Depiction of À la cArt Model’s Creativity-Building 
Application with Potential Learning Path  
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the final project in order to assess student learning of the module’s sub-skill. If a student chooses 

a video on relief printmaking, Op Art’s illusions, and the figures from Egyptian Hieroglyphics, 

then their end project should consist of an edition of relief prints depicting Hieroglyphic poses 

while using an illusory style. 

This approach provides students choice in their content, maintains assessable learning 

outcomes, and ensures many different end results come from the varied combinations of rubric 

requirements – requirements which are determined by student choice of what content to learn. 

The model’s outcomes are reminiscent of one piece of advice from Austin Kleon’s best-selling 

book, Steal Like an Artist (2012). Kleon instructs aspiring artists to look at the professionals who 

are inspiring to them, mix and match ideas from each, and produce what this combination of 

features should look like. In a similar way, students following the À la cArt model described 

above identify the provided artists and ideas which are most interesting to them, take specific 

concepts derived from these artists and ideas, then re-hash them into a new work.  
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À la cArt in Application 

To exemplify and assess the practicality and effectiveness of a choice-based unit with 

discipline-based outcomes, I created two art units which follow the À la cArt skill-building and 

creativity-building models respectively. I have additionally taught these units in the context of a 

public high school art classroom as part of my student teaching experience in order to gain a 

firsthand understanding the model’s effectiveness. My placement was an urban school with a 

population of approximately 1300 pupils. Students and faculty use PowerSchool’s “Schoology” 

Learning Management System which I utilized to host instructional materials. The school 

provides students with 1:1 laptops as well as Wi-Fi access throughout the building, and these 

were used to access these materials. 

The À la cArt model described thus far involves a central, overarching concept which all 

students were taught either synchronously through direct instruction or asynchronously through 

video and/or other means. Once the core concept(s) were taught, the unit gave way to a period of 

student choice and self-direction. During this time, students were free to navigate a learning 

environment which was constructed for them by the teacher. This learning environment was 

intended to be located on a Learning Management System, teacher-created website, or other host 

for organizing information. Students were directed to view specified instructional materials and 

complete the provided tasks in their own order of preference and at their own rate (with room for 

teacher-given limitations). After completing a set number of these tasks and/or materials, 

students were directed to their final performance task. The general skill-building application of 

this model was the same as the one presented in Figure 1 (see previous), while the creativity-

building variant was the same as presented in Figure 3 (see previous).  
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Skill-Building Variant in Application 

The skill-building unit was delivered to 12 students in a Drawing I class consisting of 

students grades 10-12 who had completed at least Intro to 2-D Art. The unit mirrored the 

potential example of À la cArt’s skill-building application as described above in this paper, and 

which is the same as the one presented in Figure 2 (see previous). The unit began with students 

being introduced to basic box drawing in perspective, as well as how to combine multiple boxes 

into one object. This introduction was given synchronously via an in-person presentation and set 

of practice activities including at least one “practice page” where students were asked to create 

various simple drawings which demonstrate their understanding. This allowed me to informally 

assess understanding of the basic concepts before giving students the greenlight to move on. 

During the class period following our introduction to perspective drawing, students were 

instructed on how to complete the unit. They were directed to open their laptops and navigate to 

Schoology, where I (while live-projecting my own screen) explained the unit’s structure (visible 

in Figure 4). Students were shown that each “Exploration” folder contained at least one step-by-

step instruction sheet (see Figure A1 for an example) and at least one video-demonstration (see 

Figure A2 for example stills) to teach the various specific two-point perspective applications 

described. They were then assigned to create another “practice page” as they did at the beginning 

of the lesson, but this one would demonstrate at least two examples of themselves using each 

skill they chose to study. One of these could be a direct copy from the provided materials, but the 

other needed to demonstrate the skill in a new context (drawing bricks on a simple wall above 

the horizon line as opposed to on it, for example). It was noted that students could navigate these 

folders in any order and at any rate, provided they completed their assignments by the due date. 

Students were then given two in-class workdays to complete this assignment. During the class 

after this assignment was due, I introduced the concept of architecture, designing a building for a 
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specified context, and parameters of the final performance task. The performance task required 

students to choose a context and create a contour line drawing showing the building they 

designed in two-point perspective. This building was also required to use at least three of the 

specific applications. Once finished, they were directed to submit a photograph of their finished 

artwork to an upload portal in the “2-Point Perspective Project” folder (see Figure 4). A visual 

depiction of this unit can be seen in Figure 2 above. 

 

 

Figure 4 

Main Landing Page for À la cArt Skill-Building Example Unit  
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Skill-Building Analysis  

 Based on the project criteria described above, one would expect finished projects in this 

Architecture unit to represent a variety of building types and designs with a range of different 

features represented among the 12 applicable student works. All these drawings should use two-

point perspective and at least three skills from the provided exploration folders. In Appendix B, 

we can view a sampling of some of these finished projects (Figures B1, B2, B3, and B4) as well 

as a table which identifies the building types and two-point perspective skills used in each.  

Analysis of Table C1 reveals that each of the 12 students utilized the skills from 

Exploration Folder 1 (doors, windows, carpets, and other planar adornments), and most students 

(10 out of 12) used the skills from Exploration Folder 2 (patterns on walls). Given that these 

skills are essential to draw key features present in most buildings, this result is not surprising. 

These skills were also all given the label of “Basic,” meaning students may have chosen these 

options, in part, for the lower difficulty level. Many students (8 of 12) also utilized skills from 

Exploration Folder 4 (fenceposts and regularly repeating objects). Features necessitating this 

skill are also very common in architectural designs, and the skills were labelled “Basic” much 

like Folders 1 & 2. Skills from Folder 7 (finding the perspective center and adding a roof peak) 

were next most common (used by 8 of 10 students), although they were labelled as “Advanced.” 

Roof peaks, like doors and wall patterns, are a very common building feature, meaning this was 

likely the reason for these skills’ commonness within the projects. This analysis of my first 

example unit’s project reveals some limitation in the unit as it was designed: students chose a 

small number of skills from the provided modules at disproportionate rates, likely for practical 

purposes (perceived easiness or simple necessity) rather than appeal or creative decision-making. 

The question of which factor, necessity or ease, was the primary driver of this tendency remains 
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indeterminate, and indicates that a short survey of the motivation behind student choices may be 

appropriate to study future applications of this model. The frequency of use of Folder number 7’s 

skills, however, would point toward necessity as the main factor. 

Additionally, while a variety of building types were suggested, eight of the twelve 

projects focused on a “house” type building. This might have occurred for a few reasons. The 

choice of “house” may have allowed for the most freedom, given that the needs of a residential 

building are more personal and open-ended than other options. Alternatively, the house option 

may have seemed the least challenging, given that the context is more familiar than a skyscraper, 

barn, or other suggested building type. Lastly, it may have felt like the “default” option, given 

that “designing your dream house” is not an uncommon task which children may be familiar 

with. Regardless, the importance of this unit’s À la cArt design does not lie in its allowance for 

creative variety.  Of greater concern is its hypothesized ability to provide students with a variety 

of options for demonstrating skills pertaining to the core content. 

By analyzing Table C1 further, we can find that five of the twelve students used more 

than the minimum number of two-point perspective skills in their final project. Of these, four 

used five or more of the provided skills, showing a more holistic application of two-point for a 

variety of purposes within their artworks. Figures B1 and B2 show projects made by Students 3 

and 4 respectively. These two projects represent works by strong students who quickly grasped 

the basics of two-point perspective. Because of the unit’s À la cArt design, these students were 

able to return to the project’s LMS page and learn additional applications of perspective which 

they then applied in their artworks. On the other hand, Student 5 (whose work is represented in 

Figure B3) has learning difficulties outlined in their IEP. Student 1’s work is shown in Figure 

B4. This student was absent for several days during this project, but by taking their work home 
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and referencing the unit’s materials on their own time, they were able to complete the project to a 

satisfactory degree in a timely manner. For students such as 1 and 5, the provided video 

resources provided much-needed support and a resource to refer back to later on. It also allowed 

them to adjust their project to meet their individual needs. Being released from rigid time 

constraints of synchronous skills practice additionally allowed these and other students to take 

their time on those concepts most personally challenging to them. 

Overall, I found that the À la cArt method allowed me to better individualize instruction 

and address student needs one-on-one as they arose. The free availability of resources in this 

approach allowed students to go back and review skills they had practiced earlier without relying 

on the teacher. Motivated students who worked quickly were able to add more facets to their 

artworks than would have been likely or possible with a linear set of instructional activities. Even 

though a few of the provided skills were overrepresented in final projects, the À la cArt approach 

allowed all students to create artworks which represented a variety of forms deriving from their 

variety of content choices. 

 

Creativity-Building Variant in Application 

The creativity-building unit was delivered to a small preparatory class for AP 2-D Art 

and Design, and the class consisted of upper-level art students intending to enroll in AP 2-D Art 

during the upcoming Fall Semester. My example unit was titled “How Modern Artists Tell Their 

Stories,” and it introduced students to narrative art made after the Industrial Revolution (focusing 

on art made during the twentieth century). This central idea introduces students to a likely 

familiar concept (the drastic changes in human life post-Industrialization and during/after the two 

World Wars) taken through an artist’s lens. The narrative component provides students with a 
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clear way to analyze art and create meaning in works of their own. These concepts were 

explained via a synchronous presentation at the beginning of the unit during which I explained 

the concepts (see “Introducing the Unit” below). The breadth of this unit allows for a range of 

artists to be referenced and styles to be utilized, enabling student artworks to clearly demonstrate 

a similar variety. (If a teacher wanted to create a more focused lesson, this could easily be 

accomplished by narrowing the scope of the unit’s topic to something such as, “Abstract 

Expressionists: Media and Techniques.”) This unit meets a number of content-area standards, but 

the central theme most notably aligns with VA: Cn 10.1.IIIa, “Synthesize knowledge of social, 

cultural, and personal life with art-making approaches to create meaningful works of art or 

design” (National Coalition for Core Arts Standards, 2014). 

The specification in my unit’s title and theme (with the inclusion of “Modern Artists” and 

“Stories”) creates comparison points between the artworks studied during the unit, as well as 

those created by students. Their assignment was to create an artwork that contained a narrative, 

and which discussed one of three provided themes. Each of these themes were introduced in 

relation to how a modern artist handled the idea in question. Their resultant artwork also needed 

to utilize a style derived from one of three modern movements or artists, and it needed to utilize 

one of three provided media (relief printmaking, gouache painting, and comic-book inking) 

which lend themselves to narrative. For their grade, students were required to satisfy four rubric 

criteria, one of which was common to all projects and three of which were determined by 

students’ choices of theme, style, and medium. 

Each of these project components (narrative which discusses a theme, style inspired by a 

particular artist/movement, and medium used to execute the project) derive from one of DBAE’s 

four Disciplines of Art described in Eisner (2000). The thematic component requires that 
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students create meaning in their artwork, using their project as a means of discussing some topic 

or issue through their narrative. The stylistic component teaches art criticism by requiring 

students be able to identify and utilize key visual qualities evident in the works of relevant 

movements or artists. Art production was, of course, taught via students practicing and using a 

new medium or technique in their project. Finally, the theme and style components were derived 

from well-known artists and artworks to provide a history component, taught through videos 

about the artists and their lives. 

 

Introducing the Unit 

Students were first given a whole-class introduction to the unit theme as well as an 

explanation of how to navigate the model. The introduction was provided synchronously through 

an in-person presentation which focused on Modern art. “Modern art” was framed as art which 

came after the Industrial Revolution, and which largely responded to the new ideas, technologies, 

and social issues which emerged during this time. I explained that most of the specific artists, 

works, and styles we would be considering in this unit emerged around or after the time of the 

two World Wars, and that these events would have had a tremendous effect on the artists 

working contemporaneously. Students were also introduced to the idea of “narrative” in art being 

art’s ability to tell a story. I explained that an artwork might illustrate an important scene, show a 

series of scenes in sequence, or provide imagery which indicates a larger story. The introduction 

was given using visual examples from artists who were later referenced in the videos and 

instructional materials students would be asked to navigate. This initial familiarity was provided 

to help students more easily select experiences from among the provided topics in the nonlinear 

exploration phase.  
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 Once the unit’s theme was explained, I provided instructions for how students were to 

complete it. They were directed to retrieve their laptops and navigate to the folder in the class’s 

homepage labelled with the unit’s name: “How Modern Artists Tell Their Stories.” This folder 

links to a main landing page which students could expand to view all options for the project’s 

content (see Figure 5).  Students were informed that their project would have four key 

requirements graded via four rubric components/parts. The first rubric component would be the 

Figure 5 

Main Landing Page for À la cArt Creativity-Building 
Example Unit (With Folders Expanded)  
   

Note: The component subfolders have been expanded here to 
provide a more comprehensive view of the learning 
management system’s organization 
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same among all students and required that the individual create a 2-D artwork which featured a 

narrative. This rubric component was made available under the file “[Rubric Part for Everyone]” 

visible in Figure 5 (The entire rubric component can be viewed in Appendix C).   

 It was further explained that the other three components of students’ rubric would come 

from their three opportunities for choice within this project. Students were directed to the three 

folders colored green, orange, and purple (see Figure 5). Each of these three folders represented 

different potential “components” of a project, as discussed above. These components could be 

understood as three puzzle pieces whose requirements fit together to form a final art assignment. 

I explained that for a typical art project, a teacher might choose and provide all three of these 

components for the final artwork, then teach to these so students could successfully complete 

their project. For this assignment, though, students would have the opportunity to pick and 

choose various components of their project from provided sources. It was explained that students 

would have three choices for each component of their artwork. Folders containing the 

instructional materials for these components were labelled “Modules” and are visible in the 

expanded LMS screenshot provided in Figure 5.  

It was explained to students that they were required to complete at least one module for 

each project component, taking one “puzzle piece” from the medium folder, one from the theme 

folder, and one from the style folder. These three, with the addition of the overarching “Rubric 

Part for Everyone,” would make up the grading criteria and requirements for their project. It was 

explained that, in this way, students would direct their own learning for this project based on the 

materials I provided. Each sub-landing page included a video, an exercise, and a rubric 

component for students to reference. Students were invited to complete their three modules in 

any order of their choice. A student could complete their media module first, then thematic 
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module, then style (the linear order listed in Figure 5). Alternatively, they could complete their 

stylistic module first, then media or theme, etc.  

For each of the (at least three) chosen modules, students were asked to complete three 

tasks. They were first asked to watch the provided video which explained the key concepts they 

should be learning. Each provided video was edited via the “Edpuzzle” application. This allowed 

me to add stopping points within the video, as well as questions to check for understanding (such 

as the one shown in Figure 6). By adding notes, I was able to direct students to the key 

takeaways from each video, as well as to add my own information where I did not find the video 

to sufficiently explain an idea. As mentioned above, a teacher can ensure engagement throughout 

Note: This graphic has been reformatted to display the provided questions more clearly.  

Figure 6 

“Check” Questions to Record Student Engagement 
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the video clip via “comprehension checks” at key intervals. For my purposes, each video was 

modified with notes throughout, as well as with one overarching multiple-choice question at the 

end (see Figure 6). This question functioned as a check for student recollection of the video’s 

key ideas, and as a means to keep record of which video clips students had watched. By 

connecting these videos to my class’s gradebook through Schoology’s Edpuzzle integration 

system, I was able to track the completion of these videos for a participation grade within my 

class’s LMS page. 

 After completing the Edpuzzle video for their chosen module, students were asked to 

complete a skill-building task (either a written assignment or art-making exercise) relevant to 

their chosen module’s content. For media options, students were asked to complete a simple 

media exercise (making a sample 3-inch by 3-inch linocut print of their initials, for example). 

For their thematic option, students were asked to complete a short, written response to prompts 

relevant to the ideas from their chosen module (An example set of prompts can be found in 

Appendix D). Finally, for their stylistic option, students were asked to create a simple sketch (an 

object study was suggested) demonstrating their ability to use the key features of their chosen 

style module. While it was recommended that students complete tasks within each module as a 

single “chunk,” for ease of understanding, this was not required. They could begin by watching 

all videos, then move on to the attached assignments, if desired. Once completed, students were 

asked to submit these under the Assignment or Exercise Upload Portal available in each 

component folder’s homepage (see Figure 5). 

Finally, once students completed at least one module from each component folder, they 

were asked to review the rubric component for their chosen medium, theme, and/or style made 

available in each module’s folder. They were required to meet the provided criteria for their 
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chosen medium, theme, and style (as well as the overarching criteria, available in Appendix A) 

while they execute their project. Summaries of each module’s requirements can be seen in 

Figures E1, E2, and E3. 

 

The Choices  

A brief description of the provided options for medium, theme, and style is as follows: 

 

• For medium, students could choose between video demonstrations explaining the basics 

of linocut relief printmaking (Drawing & Painting, 2015), traditional comic-book style 

inking (Helioscope PDX, 2020; Markcrilley, 2014), and gouache painting (Minnie Small, 

2016). These choices were provided based on their ability to support narrative, their 

nuance to this class’s particular students, and their variety of process (given that 

printmaking is a technical medium, comic-book inking supports multi-panel narrative, 

and gouache supports a more familiar “paint on surface” approach.) 

• For their thematic component, students could choose between a video analyzing Frida 

Kahlo’s use of identity in her artworks (The Art Assignment, 2020), a video explaining 

Ben Shahn’s commentary on contemporary events through his painting “Miners’ Wives” 

(Smarthistory, 2020), or a video discussing Philip Guston’s use of shoes as a symbol of 

the atrocities of the Holocaust in his figurative body of work (The Canvas, 2020). These 

thematic options were labelled “Personal Narrative,” “Current Events,” and “Historical 

Symbols” respectively. These three artist breakdown videos were chosen for their variety 

of approaches to narrative content in artworks.  
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• Finally, for style, students were able to choose between three videos analyzing and 

identifying the visual qualities of Cubism (nationalgalleries, 2020), Art Nouveau 

(Phillinthecircle, 2014), and Zdzislaw Beksinski’s Fantastic series (In Praise of Shadows, 

2020). These three style options were provided to give students an analytical style, a 

more fantastical style, and a dark but expressive approach respectively. 

 

Visual Depiction of the Unit 

 While a generic diagram of the À la cArt model’s skill-building application can be seen 

in Figure 3, Figure 7 shows the specific topics organized into their respective content clusters for 

this unit. As this figure illustrates, the ideal means of visually organizing these materials is 

through three nodes surrounded by the module options provided to support these nodes. One 

introductory content circle is present, followed by a period of free exploration illustrated via 

Figure 7 

Visual Depiction of À la cArt Model Example Unit 
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three grey circles containing the component names and module options. These three grey content 

constellations could be navigated in any order, so long as students chose at least one module 

from each circle (See the “Potential Learning Path” illustrated in Figure 3) before moving on to 

the final performance task. The three small circles in the rightmost square (representing the 

performance task) indicate the rubric components which must be used by students. The 

component in red indicates the core content which all students are responsible for demonstrating, 

while the three blue components represent rubrics from the chosen modules which students 

“collected” during their exploration. 

 

Creativity-Building Analysis  

 The intended functions of the À la cArt model’s creativity-building variant are: (a) to 

provide opportunity for students to individualize their learning to meet their interests through 

choice; (b) to synthesize various artwork components into a cohesive final work; and (c) to 

maximize opportunity for individualized instruction from the teacher. For this analysis, I will 

reference five student artworks and artist statements (provided in Appendix G) as well as 

personal interactions both during the lesson’s working segment and during the project’s critique 

(Pre-AP class, personal communication, April & May 2021).  

Table 1 shows a breakdown of which options students chose for their final medium, 

thematic, and stylistic project components. The most popular option for “medium” was gouache, 

for “thematic” was personal narrative, and “stylistic” was Beksinski. The only option which was 

not chosen at all was the Cubist stylistic option. While this information is quantitative, the small 

class size calls for more of a qualitative analysis.  
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Table 1 

Project Components with Number of Student Choices (out of 6 total for each) 
 

 

Based on interactions with students, gouache seems to have been the most appealing 

medium due to its familiarity and similarity to acrylic paint and watercolor, both of which these 

students are used to working with. Students were interested in attempting new media, but, as Pre-

AP Student 3 noted during critique, gouache felt like a safe step into new territory. The two 

students who chose printmaking (Pre-AP students 4 and 5) sat next to each other in class and 

chose this option in part due to comments from the teacher that it would be an interesting and 

unique medium (part of the “outside forces,” noted in Pre-AP Student 4’s artist statement in 

Appendix F). These two were also influenced by one another’s attempts at this nuanced medium.  

The two students who chose printmaking also chose their thematic option (historical 

symbol) because of their proximity to one another. The two had been discussing Jeffrey Dahmer 

and decided to use this serial killer’s life as source material. The most popular thematic option 

overall was personal narrative. This is likely due to the subject’s familiarity and inherent, self-

oriented appeal. Students noted finding it easy to make art which discusses their own experience 

than learning about a new topic to discuss through artworks. 

Style choice also had an interesting breakdown. The style of Zdzislaw Beksinski, the 

Russian Surrealist who painted nightmarish imagery (In Praise of Shadows, 2020), was the most 

popular, with four of six students choosing this option. This class’s students have an interest in 

Medium Choices 
 

Linocut Printmaking: 2 Comic Inking: 1 Gouache Painting: 3 

Thematic Choices 
 

Current Events: 1 Personal Narrative: 3 Historical Symbol: 2 

Style Choices Cubism: 0 
 

Art Nouveau: 2 Beksinski: 4 
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macabre subject matter, although Pre-AP Student 1 mentions in their artist’s statement that they 

chose Beksinski’s style over Art Nouveau because they wanted to push themselves out of their 

comfort zone (see Appendix F). Art Nouveau was the other style option selected, and students 

noted that the natural imagery and beautiful curving lines were appealing as they were making 

their choices. As previously mentioned, the Cubist Style option was not selected, and my 

inquiries revealed the students had a general dislike of the style’s appearance based on their 

prior, informal experience with it. 

The student choices outlined in Table 1, and expanded upon above, reveal that the À la 

cArt unit’s options allowed some students to choose content already interesting or comfortable to 

them. Offering multiple options for each project component encouraged other students to 

challenge themselves in new ways, though. Gouache was offered as an option, in part, because a 

student in the class had previously mentioned their interest in trying this medium. By using the À 

la cArt approach, I was able to cater to this student’s interests without detracting my attention 

from other students or rerouting the entire class based on the needs of one individual. Beksinski’s 

style provided me with similar options and flexibility when it was determined the appeal this 

artist’s work had for the students, given their interests. I found the provided video in my research 

and knew students would find these stylistic qualities appealing to experiment with. 

While Student 1 was interested in trying gouache already, I was impressed by their 

willingness to choose a style unfamiliar to themselves. Notably, this student chose two 

components (medium and thematic) which were at least somewhat familiar, and one which was 

more personally nuanced (stylistic). Student 2 also chose two components (stylistic and 

thematic) which were more familiar, while experimenting with one which they found more 

challenging. I noticed this pattern of mixing familiar and unfamiliar components in a number of 
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projects in this class, and I see this as another strength of the À la cArt model. Students can 

choose how to challenge themselves, while sticking with certain project components which are 

familiar or of personal interest. A project which is completely new to a student might be a bit 

disorienting and take some getting used to. On the other hand, a project which is two parts 

familiar and one part brand new presents a reasonable degree of challenge and allows the student 

to find certain consistent elements which work for them.  

Based on the resultant artworks, student artist statements, and comments in critique, I was 

impressed with students’ ability to make creative choices and synthesize multiple project 

components into a cohesive finished artwork. Student 3, for example, noted in critique that they 

had considered several other compositions, but that none of them seemed to fit their personality 

for the thematic “personal narrative” option. This student also mentioned that one of these 

iterations included the idea of a darker painting of their troubled home life (as opposed to the 

idealized life with their partner shown in Figure F3). If they had chosen this option, the student 

noted that they would have selected Beksinski as their stylistic influence because the mood 

would have been more appropriate. Also in critique, Pre-AP student 4 cited their use of 

Beksinski’s style to show the animal skull morphing into a human skull, as well as their use of 

splotchy areas of white (typically an unintended consequence of printmaking) to foster a feeling 

of decay (See Figure F4). Other students noted using their chosen stylistic qualities, thematic 

options, and medium each to support one another in their final product as well (See Appendix F 

for project images). The resultant projects, artist’s statements, and comments during critique 

reveal that students did remarkably well at combining their various chosen ideas and skills into a 

new work of their own.  
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Discussion and Reflections 

The À la cArt model encourages secure experimentation by providing students structured 

pathways into new territory. Providing video demonstrations on the various media, breakdowns 

of relevant stylistic qualities, and analyses of influential artists gave students a guide for how to 

experiment with their interests while stretching themselves beyond their present state. Teacher-

provided rubric components and structured exercises gave students specific goals to shoot for 

and relevant tasks to scaffold these goals. The À la cArt approach also models for students how 

to continuously grow and challenge themselves outside of a classroom setting. Individuals can 

develop a personal style by looking at other artists and identifying/adopting appealing visual 

qualities. They can find instruction books, video-demonstrations, or other information sources to 

help themselves practice their skills after identifying a new medium to learn. They can develop a 

personal voice by focusing their artworks on themes and topics of interest to them, as well as by 

researching how other artists have approached and discussed similar subject matter. All these 

things can be done individually, but the framework for these behaviors is set in place by learning 

through the À la cArt model. 

A DBAE teacher may challenge students by giving them a whole new set of discipline-

based project criteria during each unit or lesson. TAB and other Choice-Based methods may 

allow students to choose their voice but also remain in their bubble of interest or comfort in 

many ways. TAB likely would not provide structured, objectives-based requirements for 

growing in specific ways authentic to the art disciplines. An À la cArt approach merges the goals 

of these two philosophies while providing students a structure for how to grow independently as 

an artist. 
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As far as effectiveness in teaching the concepts, the À la cArt Method’s success varied 

based on videos chosen and the type of idea being learned. When analyzing the success of the 

“Skill-Building” model variant above, all instructional videos were teacher-generated, and taught 

specific ideas applicable to the project at hand with onscreen graphics to support learning. Media 

demonstrations for the creativity-based approach were more complicated. Video-demonstrations 

and step-by-step explanations for media are common on the internet, but the chances are very 

slim that videos from an outside source will reflect an individual teacher’s specific needs. 

Printmaking, being a complex technical medium, took more teacher assistance and guidance than 

the other two media, especially when students shifted between project stages. This indicates 

additional difficulty of teaching new media skills solely through video. With that being said, the 

teacher’s ability to be free and available, as well as the students’ ability to reference the provided 

instructional materials as needed meant this difficulty was largely accounted for. 

Caution should be used in relation to using found videos in order to teach new content or 

unfamiliar media to students. The chosen video for gouache gave less specific instructions for a 

single, specific way to use the medium. This led to Pre-AP student projects in Figures F1, F2, 

and F3 to take on drastically different qualities from one another. While this is not inherently a 

bad thing (in fact, students enjoyed identifying how their own hand showed through in their 

artworks), it does point to the difficulty of finding media demonstration videos fitting the 

specific context in question. For teaching media options, I would advise instructors to generate 

their own video content. 

The thematic options successfully showed through in each of the projects, although in a 

future application of À la cArt learning, I would want to tie project criteria more closely to the 

videos and focus artists themselves. While I feel the provided videos were valuable for providing 
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students with a model of each thematic component, some students saw this component’s video as 

a chore or impediment. One student noted that they understood what a personal narrative was 

and asked why they needed to watch a video on the topic. While I as the teacher feel that 

students should have their knowledge of the topic expanded before engaging with the theme in 

class, it is understandable that students would not feel the same way. This issue could be 

counteracted in a number of ways including changing the project component. (The reader should 

note that medium, thematic, and stylistic options are not a default and can be replaced with any 

number of organizing components.) It could also be counteracted with requirements that student 

learn the specific way the particular artist in question showed their themes. (When studying Frida 

Kahlo, students could be asked to explore their personal identity by including modified images 

of themselves, for example). Regardless, all projects successfully met the thematic criteria. 

Style was the most successful topic taught through video (although Cubism is not 

represented). Students very clearly understood what makes Beksinski’s work his, or an Art 

Nouveau artwork an Art Nouveau. They were highly successful at utilizing these key qualities in 

their own works and pointing them out through their artist’s statements and during critique. I 

believe providing Edpuzzle stopping points at moments when video narrators identified the key 

concepts aided in this success, as did my provision of a list of the key qualities to choose from in 

the rubric for each style component. 

As far as more limitations go, a teacher should be sure each provided skill or video in a 

set is of approximately the same difficulty level. As noted in the Skill Building Analysis Section 

above, some students have a tendency to choose the path of least resistance. This tendency also 

reveals the importance of students sometimes being pushed outside their comfort zones. Some 

students do this of their own initiative and find it rewarding (as was identified in the Creativity-
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Building Analysis Section), while others need prompting. Those students who did purposefully 

challenge themselves during this unit reported an overall positive experience once the task was 

accomplished. In future applications of this model, a more structured requirement that students 

“leave their comfort zone” should be included. For example, students might be required to 

choose at least one module which is initially unfamiliar to them and to reflect on this choice and 

its consequences in an artist’s statement. I would also note that both applications of the À la cArt 

model were with high school level advanced art classes, with the creativity-building variant 

being used in a Pre-AP class. This does not mean that it is impossible for this model to be used at 

other levels, but additional applications would ensure its feasibility in these contexts.  

Lessons were further learned in relation to future uses of this model in actual classrooms, 

specifically in the collection and assessment of data to determine success. These applications 

serve to provide anecdotal evidence of the model’s success. A larger group of participating 

students in a formalized study would of, course, provide numerical data to reveal trends in 

creative choices and skill applications which these simple qualitative assessments could not. 

Larger, formalized trials with a control and test group could also shed light on the effectiveness 

of this model in quality of teaching (when measured against more traditional methods). 

Additionally, by gathering survey data on student motivations, future trials could shed more light 

on the rationale behind the choices which were made, eliminating the need for speculation.  

As a final conclusion, this paper has been a justification of, and proof of concept for, the 

À la cArt model of teaching within an art classroom. I feel this has been a successful research 

task in that I have established the basic principles, provided two applicable variants, and made 

suggestions and notes on what I have learned. The nonlinear structure of the À la cArt model 

demonstrated clear potential in bridging the gap between the need for student choice of content 
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and clear, assessable objectives. Further, the example units made using the model revealed it 

supported greater flexibility in a specified art task while providing students with new points of 

view relevant to their artistic endeavors. Though it is clear further research is needed to truly 

measure and establish the model’s success rate and best practices, my research has indicated the 

À la cArt model has potential to be a valuable tool when art educators are seeking the “best of 

both worlds” between student and teacher-centric methods. The application as has been 

described here only has room for refinement and improvement.  

I hope this research provides the framework for other educators to inject choice into their 

curriculum while making use of the bounty of resources at their fingertips. While these models 

have been attempted at the unit level, I believe their greatest potential lies in longer-term 

applications which can include multiple units like these, or even another variant of the model 

which may be applied over a whole course. While I have referred to this style of teaching as “À 

la cArt,” I imagine that teachers of other disciplines will be able to see its value and potential in 

any subject area. At the very least, I hope to provide inspiration for other real-world teachers to 

experiment with nonlinear choice, make use of web-based resources in nuanced ways, and 

continually experiment in their methods in a manner grounded in education theory. I also hope 

this paper will provide opportunities for formalized research into the model’s efficacy and 

additional research in balancing structure and choice in education methods. It is my intention to 

apply this model in my teaching practice after graduation, provided the model is suitable for or 

adaptable to the context in which I find myself. I believe that, if intelligently and purposefully 

applied, this idea and others like it can be a game-changer in art classrooms. 
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Appendix A 

Example Instructional Materials Provided During Two-Point Perspective Skill-Building Period 

Figure A1 

Example Step-by-Step Instruction Sheet  
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Figure A2 

Example Stills from Video-Demonstration 
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Appendix B 

À la cArt Skill-Building Example Unit: Student Work Sample Images and Information 

Figure B1 

Sample Architectural Design Project made by Drawing Student 3 
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Figure B2 

Sample Architectural Design Project made by Drawing Student 4 
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Figure B3 

Sample Architectural Design Project made by Drawing Student 5  
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Figure B4 

 
Sample Architectural Design Project made by Drawing Student 1 
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Table B1 

Breakdown of Student Building Type and Two-Point Application Choices 
  

Student Building Type Two-Point Applications Used (By Folder Numbers) 
1 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 

Regularly Repeating Backward) 
 

2 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward); No. 6 (Hollow Object) 
 

3 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward); No. 5 (Ellipse/Cylinder); No. 6 
(Hollow Object); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 

4 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward); No. 5 (Ellipse/Cylinder); No. 6 
(Hollow Object); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 

5 House  
(with Barn) 

No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 

6 Warehouse No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 
 

7 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward); No. 5 (Ellipse/Cylinder); No. 6 
(Hollow Object) 
 

8 Skyscraper No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 4 (Lines Regularly Repeating 
Backward); No. 6 (Hollow Object) 
 

9 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 

10 Skyscraper No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward) 
 

11 Castle No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 2 (Wall Pattern); No. 4 (Lines 
Regularly Repeating Backward); No. 7 (Roof Peak) 
 

12 House No. 1 (Door/Window); No. 3 (Interior Corner);  No. 7 (Roof 
Peak) 
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Appendix C 

Overarching Rubric Component for Nonlinear Creativity-Building Example Unit 
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Appendix D  

Example Prompt for Thematic Option’s Attached Assignment (Personal Narrative)  
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Appendix E 

Rubric Components for Medium, Thematic, and Stylistic Options 
 

Figure E1 

Rubric Components for Each Medium Option 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 
Linoleum Printmaking  
 
Video:  
- Block Printing – 
Linocuts  
 

Comic-book Inking 
 
Videos: 
- How I Make Comics 
- Learn to Ink… 

Gouache Painting 
 
Video: 
- Gouache 101  
 
 

Exercise: 
Students will carve and 
print a small (3 x 3 inch) 
block showing their first 
and last initial. 
 

Exercise: 
Students will create a 
small (4 x 8 inch) 2 or 3-
panel comic to 
demonstrate their 
understanding of inking.  
 

Exercise:  
Students will complete a 
provided exercise sheet 
which requires them to 
practice gouache thinning, 
mixing, layering, and 
applying. 
 

Rubric Criterion: 
I will carve my artwork 
on a 6 x 9 inch linoleum 
block, then use my block 
to make an edition of 
four finished prints. 
 

Rubric Criterion: 
I will create at least a 
one-page (9 x 12 inch) 
comic book style 
illustration with no 
fewer than three frames 
and telling part of an 
imagined story.  
 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will be a color 
gouache painting on at 
least 11 x 14 inch 
watercolor paper. 
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Figure E2 

Rubric Components for Each Thematic Option 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 
Current Events 
 
Video:  
- Ben Shahn’s Miner’s…  

Personal Narrative 
 
Videos: 
- What this painting… 

Historical Metaphor 
 
Video: 
- Guston’s Shoes and…  
 

Exercise: 
Student will write and 
submit a response to 
prompts on Schoology 
which ask them to 
analyze Ben Shahn’s use 
of world events in his 
art, then to explain a 
current event they 
might use in their own 
artwork. 
 

Exercise: 
Student will write and 
submit a response to 
prompts on Schoology 
which ask them to 
analyze Frida Kahlo’s use 
of personal narrative in 
her art, then to explain 
an event or idea from 
their life which they 
might use in their own 
artwork. 
 

Exercise:  
Student will write and 
submit a response to 
prompts on Schoology 
which ask them to analyze 
Philip Guston’s use of 
historical symbolism in his 
art, then to explain how 
they might create their own 
symbol based on an event 
from history. 
 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will depict a 
scene from recent world 
events in a way that 
expresses my opinion or 
feelings about this 
event. 
 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will 
represent a part of my 
identity by  
depicting an event or 
idea from my life. 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will express 
how a significant event 
from history impacts me 
and/or the present day by 
using a symbol to represent 
this event. 
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Figure E3  

Rubric Components for Each Stylistic Option 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 
Cubism 
 
Video:  
- Tour of Cubism…  
 

Art Nouveau 
 
Videos: 
- Art Nouveau 

Beksinski’s Horror  
 
Video: 
- The Nightmare Artist  

Exercise: 
Students will create a 
study of an object in 
their sketchbook which 
demonstrates the use of 
two or more identified 
Cubist key features. 
 

Exercise: 
Students will create a 
study of an object in 
their sketchbook which 
demonstrates the use of 
two or more identified 
Art Nouveau key 
features. 
 

Exercise:  
Students will create a study 
of an object in their 
sketchbook which 
demonstrates the use of 
two or more of Beksinski’s 
identified key features. 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork’s style will 
take inspiration from 
Cubist art by 
demonstrating two or 
more of the following 
key qualities: 
 
- Showing multiple 
perspectives 
- Using multiple 
techniques 
- Showing multiple 
moments in time 
- Dividing subjects into 
simple shapes 
 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will take 
inspiration from Art 
Nouveau by 
demonstrating two or 
more of the following 
key qualities: 
  
- Long, swirling lines  
- Natural imagery 
- A muted color palette 
(if applicable)  
 

Rubric Criterion: 
My artwork will take 
stylistic inspiration from 
Zdzislaw Beksinski’s 
Fantastic series by 
demonstrating two or more 
of the following key 
qualities: 
 
-  Thin, gaunt figures 
- Bodies morphing in an 
unnatural way 
- Hoards of people 
- Scenes of destruction 
- Religious imagery 
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Appendix F 

Student Work Samples from À la cArt Creativity-Building Example Unit 

Figure F1      

À la cArt Creativity-Building Variant – Pre-AP Student 1 Example 

  

Note: Pre-AP Student 1 chose gouache (medium), personal narrative 
(thematic), Beksinski (stylistic) for their project components. 
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Pre-AP Student 1’s Artist Statement 

“The kind of narrative I brought into this artwork is a personal narrative. The way I have 

shown my personal narrative is by showing how the girl in the drawing has her right arm 

deformed while her left arm looks okay. The deformed right arm represents how I had a 

dislocated shoulder at the time. It's personal to me because during that time I felt weak. They had 

to put me on anesthesia so they could put my shoulder back in place, but when I was 

unconscious I could listen to things around me. Listening to things made me have vivid images. 

Seeing some images and hallucinations made me want to wake up, I wanted to wake up but I 

could not. Not being in control of your body, to move, or wake up was something I kind of 

feared. In the painting you see a girl on the hospital bed and has a light looming on top of her 

making her stand out rather than the “monster” behind her.  

The hospital bed kind of ties in with a queen's throne. A queen sitting on her throne 

would always take control but the girl in this painting is the opposite of a queen. A girl who is 

sitting on a hospital bed who does not have control. I wanted the girl to stand out more than the 

monster. This “monster” is not just a monster, this creature represents how I want to escape the 

hospital. Being a huge tall creature and being crushed in a very small place you would want to 

stretch and get out of there if you have been there for hours. This creature symbolizes how she 

feels instead of herself who is not showing any reaction. 

 The medium I used was gouache. The artist style I have chosen to do was Beskenski. At 

first I was heading for the art Nouveau and did gouache with the same personal narrative since it 

was more in my comfort zone because the style was pretty and colorful. I thought about it more 

and thought I should push myself and do a different type of style and use colors that were less 

vibrant since it worked more for what I was going for. My experience using gouache was 

awesome! There were some things I would like to fix since gouache is something you can layer 
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and have to be careful with. The challenge using gauche was having enough paint because it 

would leave streaks once you run out of your mixed paint. One of the other things I struggled 

with gauche was trying to leave some highlights because once you layer it with a darker color it 

is hard to get rid of. I fixed this by just going with it and layering it darker, I'm glad I did because 

it gave some contrast to my art peice.” 
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Pre-AP Student 2 Artist’s Statement 
 
“The narrative is the theme of my fear of lack of control in relationships 

 

I chose gouache painting, personal narrative, and beksinski style. I chose these three because it 

fit the idea that I had the best. I wanted to do a painting of something already and gouache 

seemed like a fitting medium. 

Note: Pre-AP Student 2 chose gouache (medium), personal narrative (thematic), and Beksinski 
(stylistic) for their project components.   

Figure F2 

À la cArt Creativity-Building Variant – Pre-AP Student 2 Example  
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The theme is shown in the two figures symbolizing myself and the fear of a lack of control over 

myself and in the context of relationships. The figure being bitten/leeched off of is submitting, 

showing my fear of not knowing how I'll feel in the future. The style is shown through thin gaunt 

figures morphing together/interacting and religious imagery. 

 

my biggest challenge was getting gouache to do what I wanted. Until the last day of working on 

the painting, the results were unsatisfactory. The way the painting looked was not anything near 

what I imagined in my head but by the end I had gotten it to the point where I was satisfied for 

the sake of the assignment and getting it done. I overcame the struggle of gouache not 

cooperating by just slapping it on there, not worrying quite as much.” 
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Pre-AP Student 3’s Artist Statement 
 

“When I was thinking up the concept for this project, I had a lot of trouble thinking about 

what I wanted to do. There are, of course, a lot of modern and historical events and ideas that I 

care about. However, I was at a loss as to how I might go about portraying those things visually. 

Thus I chose to go with personal narrative, which I think would serve my purposes much better 

and I would be able to form a scene where something is physically happening.  

Figure F3 

À la cArt Creativity-Building Variant – Pre-AP Student 3 Example 
    

Note: Pre-AP Student 3 chose gouache (medium), personal narrative (thematic), and Art 
Nouveau (stylistic) for their project components. 
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In a way, I had the same problem with this project that I did with my self portrait; my 

portrayal of myself in my head is severely different from how other people see me. It also meant 

that I was able to objectively look at myself and examine what I wanted to say about myself 

without making a really depressing narrative. I chose the people I consider my family, my 

partner and his mom, and I wanted to portray how living with them has had a positive impact on 

my mental and emotional health.  

I tried portraying this with a portrayal of them “fixing” me in a literal way, but I did not 

like that it implied that something was wrong with my body. It also did not match the style I had 

already chosen, Art Nouveau. So I decided to go with something more abstract to represent 

emotions: the heart. From there, a few thumbnail sketches later, I had the composition and 

portrayal that I really wanted and liked.  

From there came the making of the actual final artwork. Gouache was tricky to work 

with and harder to blend than I had imagined it would be, so I leaned into the “not blending” 

motif and placed emphasis on solid areas and solid lines of cel shading and highlighting. 

However, I think that it suited the art nouveau style very well. Art nouveau places an emphasis 

on whimsical feelings, ornamentation, long swirling lines, and a lot of florals. I put roses in the 

corner, my favorite flower, that represented all three of us. Using the “thread” coming from the 

hearts, I painted some fun swirly designs that connect all 3 of our hearts.  

In the end, I was pretty happy with the final artwork, and it was really gratifying to see 

my idea come to life.” 
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Figure F4 

À la cArt Creativity-Building Variant – Pre-AP Student 4 Example 
 

Note: Pre-AP Student 4 chose linocut printmaking (medium), historical symbol 
(thematic), and Beksinski (stylistic) for their project components. 
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Pre-AP Student 4’s Artist Statement 

“My narrative for this assignment was subtly showing Jeffrey Dahmer’s transition from his 

fascination with collecting animal skulls to keeping the skulls of his victims. I showed this by 

depicting a dog skull, one of the first animal skulls he begun collecting, that is melting into a 

human skull, telling how he slowly delved into murder and fascination of humans and their 

bones. The medium I chose was relief printmaking, the theme was historical symbols, and the 

style was based off of Beksinski’s horror. I chose Beksinski because I’m a big fan of the horror 

genre and I liked his style, but the other two I was influenced into picking by outside forces, but 

am quite happy that I ended up with these options and glad that I didn’t pick something like the 

comic page making. It took a moment to figure out a historical event that I was actually 

interested in and that could easily be made into a symbol, and since I was talking to someone 

about cannibals, it just kind of got narrowed down to Jeffrey Dahmer, since he’s what people 

tend to first think of when they think about cannibals. I overcame the challenge by creating 

multiple thumbnails of various ideas including skulls and the idea of preservation until I came to 

one that I was happy with and that I felt told the narrative I wanted well. No comments, just that 

the artwork is meant to represent Jeffrey Dahmer’s transitioning from animal to human skulls 

and how it was a slow process as he grew up.” 
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Figure F5 

À la cArt Creativity-Building Variant – Pre-AP Student 5 Example 
 
 

Note: Pre-AP Student 5 chose linocut printmaking (medium), historical symbol 
(thematic), and Art Nouveau (stylistic) for their project components. 
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Pre-AP Student 5’s Artist Statement 

“The narrative I created through my artwork I would comfortably describe as a 

comfortable deathly scene. The subject I based my work off of was Jeffery Dahmer’s apartment 

search that was done after he was found to be a serial murderer. By taking these objects and 

taking them out of their context I was able to create something of beauty instead of a disturbing 

scene.  

 I used printmaking to carve the design and replicate it as many times as I want. The theme I 

chose was historical symbols, and the style I chose was art nouveau. The historical symbols I 

chose were those from Jeffery Dahmer’s apartment. Objects like the plants he took care of and 

his aquarium fish. In the scene pictures there were peacock feathers in one of his plant’s pots. I 

thought this was very interesting for his apartment to have so I decided it would fit in with my 

theme I created. The main subject of this piece is the barrel in the middle. This is the 57 gallon 

blue plastic drum wheeled out of his house on that day. It was filled with acid, torsos, and lots of 

other pieces of men’s dead bodies. I chose these things to create a sense of peace throughout 

these objects, all including a denser darker meaning underneath. 

 It was very difficult to create a design that would work with the printmaking I wanted to do. I 

decided to just draw what I felt would best convey my message, and brainstormed for a day or 

two on how to go about starting the carving process. This process was also very time-consuming 

because of how many small lines I had put into the design. In the end I could have made thicker 

lines or tried a different way of displaying the objects, but for this project i think that it is exactly 

what it’s supposed to look like.” 

 


